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DESIGN
Any Shield conservatory can incorporate windows and doors
from our Shield window range to ensure that you gain the
same benefits in your conservatory as you would in any other
room of your home. We can offer a wide range of roof styles
and either full-height or dwarf wall options.
Our conservatories benefit from our use of an integrated
roofing system that ensures that the roof fits the windows
perfectly, even matching the colours and shapes of the
separate profiles.

LOCKING HANDLE

GLAZING
The windows are fitted as standard with 28mm square-edged
sealed glazing units - as determined by the type of window
chosen.
The roof can be glazed using either high-quality
polycarbonate which helps to reduce glare in bright sunlight,
or toughened glass sealed units which conserve heat during
the winter.

CEILING FAN OPTION

REINFORCEMENT
The intrinsic strength of the profile is supplemented by the
inclusion of Steel and Aluminium reinforcing in transoms,
mullions, opening vents and the outer frame.

Experts say it’s the best
glass for double glazing
Pilkington K Glass and the K device are trademarks of the Pilkington Group

WEATHERSEALS
Dual weatherseals fitted to all opening vents have excellent
weathering characteristics to ensure long-term reliability and
consistent performance.

HARDWARE
The hinges, locks and handles used on the Shield range have
been chosen to provide the combined benefits of reliable
operation, ease of opening, high security when closed and
colours to match the window.
The window locks used are tough shootbolts combined with
locking studs on larger openings.

QUALITY ASSURANCE
Newark Glass is registered to ISO9001:2000 for the
manufacture of windows, doors, sealed units and
conservatories and employs full-time QA staff including
Inspectors and Testers.

FURTHER DETAILS
Details of the full Shield range and our other products are
available from any of our offices and on our website:

WWW.NEWARKGLASSGROUP.COM
We reserve the right to alter specifications and descriptions without
prior notice as part of our policy of continuous development
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